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Processing of Thermotropic Liquid Crystalline Polymers & Their
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W. Lee, A. T. DiBenedetto and J. Ni. Gromek

Department of Chemical Engineering & Institute of Material Scienr,

The University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06268

Synopsis

Preliminary studies were conducted on the hot-drawing of aromatic

copolyester LCP fibers (KU-9211 and KU-9221 from Bayer A. G.) and blends

of one of these with an aliphatic containing LCP (PET/PHB60 from Tennessee

Eastman). The properties of the hot drawn fibers were characterized by

measuring storage moduli, E', and molecular orientation parameters, < S >,

as a function of draw ratio. A model was ' F . loped to correlate both < S >

and the E' with draw-ratio by taking account of thermal relaxation during the

drawing process. Agreement between experimental data and the model was

obtained by use of a single dimensionless parameter, a, which depends on the

processing conditions. An 'in-situ' LCP composite of KU-9211 and

PET/PHB60 was generated by a combination of blending and hot-drawing

and then characterized using SEM, TEM and single-fiber mechanical tests.

The dispersed phase consists primarily of highly oriented, 0.5 to 2.0 um diam-

eter rigid-rods of aromatic fibers imbeddcd in a matrix of piedominantly



aliphatic LCP fibrils with diameters in the range of 20 to 50 nm.

Morphological evidence suggests a strong interfacial adhesion between the

dispersed and the matrix phases in this specific system.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing demands for ultrahigh modulus and strength fibers and

plastics have drawn a considerable interest in both academe and industry in

the field of liquid crystalline polymers (LCPs). The existing lyotropic Kevlar

and thermotropic polyester fibers, for example, have been reported to have

tensile moduli in the range of 30-120 GPa, depending on both the chemical

composition and the processing conditions- 3 . The specific tensile moduli

(stiffness per unit weight) of these LCP fibers are approximately three times

higher than those of the steel and glass fibers, and are about ten times of those

of the organic fibers such as nylon and PET I. It seems that the ease of

achieving high modulus and strength of the LCPs is due to the rigid rod-like

or plate-like molecular structure of the LCPs forming anisotropic solutions or

melts which are potentially capable of producing a high degree of molecular

orientation during the processing procedures. The attractive mechanical

properties combined with some ocher optical and physical characteristics have

3
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made these liquid crystalline polymers one of the most promising classes of

materials in the applications of the electric/electronic, chemical, transportation

and aerospace industries.

In recent years, extensive studies have been focused on thermotropic liquid

crystalline polymers. Instead of using solvents for the formation of a

mesophase as in the lyotropic system, thermotropic LCPs exhibit mesomorphic

melts within a defined temperature range. Through appropriate modifications

of the mol'.cular structures such as random copolymerization of moieties hav-

ing flexible chains, bulk side groups, or kinked linkages, a very broad range of

physical properties can be obtained. They are then melt processable with

conventional thermoplastic processing techniques, such as injection molding

or melt spinning but still retain the liquid crystalline order. Due to rheological

characteristics such as relatively lower viscosity, longer relaxation time3-8 and

higher rate of molecular orientation under an elongational flow field (when

compared with coventional isotropic polymers at a comparable molecular

weight) 9, molded articles of the thermotropic LCPs retain a high degree of

molecular anisotropy in the flow direction upon solidification. The resulting

mechanical properties are often found equivalent or even superior to those of

glass fiber-reinforced polymer composites 1"3 .

In addition, these melt-processable thermotropic LCPs are also a prime

candidates for reinforcing 'in-situ' traditionally used engineering plastics. The

general approach has been to extrude or draw a blend of the LCP in the
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molten state with conventional thermoplastics. When the LCP is a minor

component, it forms highly elongated fibrous structures parallel to the flow

direction during processing. The inherently high strength and stiffness of the

LCPs therefore improve the mechanical properties of the resulting blend. A

number of research groups 10 -22 have been studying the effects of composition

on rheology, mechanical properties and the structure of LCP blends with tra-

ditional engineering thermoplastics, both crystalline and amorphous, including

polycarbonate(PC), polystyrene(PS), poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET),

polyamides (such as nylon 6/6) among others. It seems, however, that the ad-

hesion between phases is poor in most cases, which is critical in determining

the mechanical properties of the blends.

In a continuing study we are examining the drawing characteristics of some

thermotropic LCPs and their blends with the objective of producing a com-

posite blend of fibers in which the dispersed phase is thermally stable during

a subsequent molding operation and the fibrous matrix phase is processable

and potentially compatible with both the dispersed phase and a possible third

component such as a thermoplastic matrix. Two major aspects of these goals

are covered in this preliminary study. One is to investigate the drawing char-

acteristics of two LCPs. With some modification of a composite model previ-

ously developed 26 , we are able to correlate the mechanical properties with the

drawing variables. The other aspect includes both morphological and me-

chanical studies on the LCP blends in order to investigate the compatibility

and adhesion between different fibrous phases.
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ANALYSIS OF HOT-DRAWING PROCESS

In a study by Ide and Ophir 9, it was found that neither the orientation nor

the filament modulus were dependent on the take-up stress (or elongational

stress) in a melt spinning process, but rather were strong functions of the

elongational strain (or draw-down ratio). Blizard et al. 23 studied the relation-

ship between the tensile modulus and the draw-down ratio for uniaxially

drawn films of Vectra (HBA/HNA from Celanese Co.) and X7G (PET/PHB60

from Tennessee Eastman Co.). They found that there was a definite increase

in modulus with the draw-ratio, suggesting that at least a portion of the ori-

entation was retained in the post-extrusion processing. Kenig24 developed a

flow model for extrusion. and melt spinning of liquid crystalline polymers based

on the rigid-rod rotation analogy, assuming that the experimentally observed

'domains' in the LCPs are the species responsible for the orientation develop-

ment. It was also concluded that in the elongational flow, the orientation of

these rigid species was dependent on the overall elongational deformation (or

draw-down ratio) and a material parameter A. The dependence of the orien-

tation on the draw-down ratio was expressed in the form24:

tan rp = tan qo(DR - A) (1)

where p is the instaneous orientation angle of a rigid particle makes with the

elongation direction, o is the initial orientation angle and 2 is a material pa-

rameter which depends on the polymer characteristics. Equation (1) was also

6
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obtained by Nichplais et al. 25 with A = 3/2 for short fiber reinforced extruded

sheet, assuming that the matrix maintained a constant volume prior to the fi-

ber breakage.

DiBenedetto et al. 26 recently developed a composite model based on the

rigid-rod rotation mechanism but also took into consideration the deformation

of the domains in the elongational flow field. The relationship between the

orientation function of the nematic domains in the fiber, SN , and the draw-

ratio (DR) was derived as:

(2SNO + 1)(DR) 3 - (1 - Svo) (2)
(2SN0 + I)(DR)3 + 2(1 - SN0) 2

where SNO is the initial orientation function of these domains upon exiting the

extruder. The orientation function is defined by the Herman's orientation

function:

S = (3 < cos2Q) > _ 1) (3)

and

cg(cp) cos 2 P sin qedqi< Cos (> ---- 1 (4)

og((o) sin (pdo

7
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in which 9 is the average angle between the directors and the drawing direc-

tion, and g(q) is an angular distribution function for the molecular vectors.

It can be seen from eqns.(3) and (4) that when the domains are all randomly

distributed, the orientation function SN = 0; when they are perfectly aligned

along the drawing direction (p = 0 , and SV = 1.

In addition to rotation, the nematic domains can be deformed in an

elongational field. It was assumed that in the absence of any external stresses

the nematic domains were randomly oriented polyhedra with an average as-

pect ratio (i.e., length-to-diameter ratio, l1d) of 1. In the presence of an

elongational stress field these domains will simultaneously rotate and translate

and the aspect ratio of the domains increases as a function of the draw-ratio.

Hence, the orientation function of the nematic domains, SN, would range from

0 when lid = I and the domains were randomly oriented to I when lid goes to

infinity and the domains were perfectly aligned in the direction of the fiber

axis.

The previous work did not take into account the thermally induced relaxa-

tion of the oriented and deformed domains during the drawing process. In this

study we propose a relaxation model previously used by Ziabickl and

Kedzierska 27 to interrelate the molecular orientation and the elastic moduli

through a dimensionless processing parameter a.
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It is assumed that the rotation and the deformation of the nematic domains

are connected in that

S,= 0 when l/d= I and Sv= I when l/d--c

We further assume that the rigid rotation and mechanical distortion of the

domains are diminished by a single, linear thermal relaxation process, i.e.,

Relaxation oc exp( - -R) = exp( - O/T) (5)

where ZR is the reduced relaxation time for both orientation and distortion, 0

is the time of travel from the exit of the extruder to the take-up device, and r

is the molecular relaxation time. The relaxation time is a complicated function

of the processing conditions and is virtually impossible to determine as a

function of the variation of temperature and orientation because of the gross

changes in morphology occurring in the hot-drawing zone.

Ziabicki and Kedzierska 27 suggested that the mean relaxation time, r, for

the polymer in a melt-spinning process could be substituted by the compar-

ative cooling rate, Z, along the spinning path from 0 to Ir.

T cc Z = - dln(T- TO) (6)
di

in which T is the filament temperature along the spinning path I , IE is the

length of the spinning path and To is the temperature of the cooling medium.

The analogy between the relaxation time and the cooling rate in the melt-
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spinning process can be understood as folows. When the cooling rate is high

the drawn fibers will be 'frozen' quickly, thus preventing significant relaxation

of the orientation generated during the drawing process. This can be imagined

as a process with a long relaxation time. On the other hand, when the cooling

of the filament is slow, it tends to remain at a relatively high temperature

during the drawing process and relaxation will occur more readily, which is

equivalent to saying that the process is characterized by a short relaxation

time. The cooling rate parameter Z was estimated from the spinning condi-

tions by the approximation 27:

Z )*Bi*Fo (7)

in which Bi and Fo are the resulting Biot and Fourier numbers along the

drawing path, respectively. Therefore, to a first approximation, the relaxation

time T relates to the cooling condition of the hot-drawing process in the manner

of:

Z O T = K*Bi*Fo = 4Kha (8)

where

pj= density of the fiber,
Cpf= specific heat of the fiber,
df= final fiber diameter,
K = proportionality constant,
have. = average heat transfer coefficient.
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The orientation parameter of the nematic domains (eq. (2)) can thus be re-

defined as a function of both the draw-ratio and the relaxation time as:

= (2S + )(DR) 3 - (1 - S) ( - ft) (9)

(2 SN0 + l)(DR)3 + 2(1 - S,,v)

and the aspect ratio is assumed to have the form

(l/d)f= {(l/d)o(DR)312 - l} exp( - Oft) + 1 (10)

where (l/d)o is an average aspect ratio for the domains at the beginning of the

drawing process. Equation (10) satisfies the boundary conditions:

(l/d)f= (lid)o (DR)312  as T 00

(I/d)f= 1 as xr-e0 (11)

By employing the empirical heat-transfer equation relating the Nusselt number

Nu to a Reynolds number Re suggested by Kase and Matsuo2 8 for a station-

ary rod in axial air stream, Nu = 0.42 Reo.334 , the reduced relaxation time,

TR , can be derived from equation (8) as the ratio of one dimensionless pa-

rameter a Lnd the draw ratio:

*r7 4Kha.

Pf C 2 Vair )0.334 1

- 1.68 K ka )  Vo do
)  DR 1.167

!1



D 167 (12)
DR1.6

in which

do = initial fiber diameter,
kair = thermal conductivity of the cooling air,
Vair = kinematic viscosity of the cooling air,
V0 = initial velocity of the fiber at the exit of extruder, and
DR = draw ratio = (do/dA2 .

Hence, the molecular orientation and the deformation of the molecular do-

mains are related to the draw ratio and other processing conditions by:

_ (2So + 1)(DR)3 - (1 - SNo) exp( - (13)

(2SNo + 1)(DR)' + 2(1 - S.) DR1.16 7

(I/d)f= I + {(I/d)o(DR)31 2 - 1} exp( - (14)DR1.16 7 )(4

The parameter a is a dimensionless quantity which depends on both the con-

ditions at the exit of the extruder and those of the cooling medium. The re-

lation between the moduli of the fiber and the draw ratio is then obtained by

applying the well-known Halpin-Tsai equations along with equation (14), as

was done previously 26 . The molecular orientation parameter for the fiber,

SF, is defined as:

SF= SN XN (15)
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where XN is an equivalent volume fraction of oriented liquid crystalline do-

mains and can be estimated from WAXS information on the highly drawn fi-

bers. The longitudinal modulus of the fiber is given by the following

equation 26 :

ELF l + 2(/d)f B XN (16)

EA l- BXN

and

B ) 1(17)

(ENIEA)L + 2 (t/d)f

where EN is the longitudinal modulus of the perfectly oriented liquid crystal-

line domains (SN = 1) and EA is the modulus of the 'non-oriented' portion (i.e.,

the matrix) of the fiber.

EXPERIMENTAL

The materials used in this study were two LCPs developed by Bayer A. G.

under the names of KU-921 I(also called K 161) and KU-9221(K209). Both

materials are obtained from the esterification of aromatic compounds:

HA(hydroxybenzoic acid) / HQ(hydroquinone) / TA(terephthalic acid) /

HBP(4,4'-hydroxy bisphenol). The structural difference between these two is

that K161 uses IA(isophthalic acid) as the kinked structure in the molecules;

13



whereas K209 uses bisphenol-A to affect the packing between polymer chains.

Both have melting points of about 300°C. Also used was the LCP

PET/PHB60 (batch number: X19040-88, graciously supplied by the Kodak

Tennessee Eastman Co.). Pellets of all LCPs were vacuum dried at 100°C for

over 24 hours. Fibers of different draw-ratios were drawn from a CSI

Maxwell extruder at 340°C. These fibers were then characterized by using

wide angle X-ray (WAXS) analysis and dynamic mechanical tests (DMTA) to

determine the orientation parameters and the dynamic moduli of these fibers,

respectively.

Digitized diffraction data were collected using a Rigaku RU-200 X-ray

generator equipped with a Nicolet area detector and a Buerger Precession

Camera (Cu-Ka radiation A = 1.5418A ). Following background subtraction

and the necessary instrumental corrections, data frames were then transferred

through a micro-VAX system to an IBM PC where data manipulation was

done using POLYGRAF 29 . The Herman's orientation parameter <S> was

then estimated from the azimuthal intensity profile for each fiber at different

draw-ratios. Polymer Laboratory's dynamic mechanical-thermal analyzer

(DMTA) was used to measure the storage and loss moduli of these fibers at 1

Hz. At room temperature these fibers are in their glassy states so the storage

moduli obtained are a good estimation of the tensile moduli.

An LCP blend was prepared by mixing 30 wt% of K161 and 70% of

PET/PHB60 in the Brabender at 345 0C and 40 rpm for 30 mins. The mixture

14



was then quenched to the room temperature and fibers of the mixture were

then drawn from the CSI Maxwell extruder at 2600 C. Characterizations of the

blend included dynamic mechanical tests (DMTA), scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) as well as transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The

stress-strain relationship for pure components as well as the blend was esti-

mated from the single-fiber test following ASTM D3379-75. Single fibers were

glued at each end to a cardboard tab with gauge length of 1 inch. The stress-

strain curves were then obtained by using an Micro Tensile tester (MTS) at a

crosshead speed of 2 inches per minute.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig.1 shows typical flat-plate Laue diffraction of K209 fibers at three dif-

ferent draw-ratios (with the fibers in the vertical direction). The overall pat-

tern indicates the nematic character of these LCP fibers30. As the draw-ratio

increases, the azimuthal spread of the equatorial diffraction pattern becomes

sharper, suggesting an increase in molecular orientation. Similar behavior was

obtained for K161 fibers. Fig.2 shows the experimental values of the storage

moduli and the orientation parameters at different draw-ratios for both K 161

and K209 fibers. It can be seen that the orientation parameters for both fibers

reach a plateau of < S > - 0.9 at DR close to 20, whereas the storage moduli

data show steady increases over a much wider range of the draw-ratio (DR).

The K 161 fibers seem to be a little stiffer than the K209 fibers under the cho-

is



sen processing conditions. Data were fitted with the proposed model

(eqns.(13) & (14) along with the Halpin-Tsai equations for calculating the

moduli) as also shown in the figure. Best fits of the data were obtained with

values for the dimensionless parameter a = 0.38 and 0.42 for K161 and K209,

respectively. As discussed above, the dimensionless parameter O, depends on

the physical properties of the fibers as well as the drawing conditions. Since

the drawing conditions such as the extrusion rate, melt temperature and the

density as well as the heat capacity are similar for both fibers, it is expected

that the at values for K161 and K209 should be close to each other as obtained

experimentally. Fig.3 shows the relationship between modulus and draw-ratio

for PET/PHB60 fibers from a previous experiment 26, also fitted with the model

and using a value of the parameter a = 1.23. The model appears to fit both

the modulus and the orientation parameter simultaneously with only one

dimensionless parameter a. With a better control of the drawing conditions,

we should be able to predict the mechanical properties of LCP fibers as a

function of process conditions. Such a study is presently in progress.

The LCP/LCP blend was prepared following the recipe described in the

experimental section. Fig.4 shows the loss tangent of the quenched

30KI61/70PET(PHB60) blend along with data for both pure components.

K161 shows a single Tg around 135°C and melts at about 300°C (not in the

scale of Fig.4). PET/PHB60, on the other hand, has two Ts at 70 and

1 10°C and melts around 220°C. The glass transition at around 70°C is attri-

buted to the PET-rich phase, while the other at around I 10°C is attributed to

16
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the PHB-rich phase. The quenched blend of K161/PET(PHB60) has only one

Tg around 105"C and melts at around 210 0C. This result suggests that either

the two LCPs are miscible in the melt or, possibly, they have reacted through

ester exchange and have formed a new random copolymer. To distinguish

between the two possibilities, we annealed the quenched blends at 250 0C for

different amounts of time and used SEM to study the corresponding

morphology. Fig.5 shows the SEM pictures of a series of annealed blends.

As can be seen, the unannealed sample is a homogeneous, one-phase mixture

(at least on the scale of microns), while the annealed samples all show phase

separation. Two close-ups of the interfaces between the two components are

shown in Fig.6 for the samples annealed for 4 and 24 hours, respectively. It

is thus clear that K161 and PET/PHB60 are miscible in a 30/70 blend above

their melt temperatures and only partially miscible, or perhaps immiscible, at

lower temperatures. This observation is consistent with the concepts proposed

by Jin et al.31 and investigated by De Meuse & Jaffe32 . Upon annealing, a

dispersed second phase of spheres precipitates, which we think is a K161 or

K 161-rich phase judging from the volume content. As the annealing time in-

creases, more and more small spheres precipitate and tend to agglomerate

(Fig.6 (b)). It is also clear that strong adhesion exists at the interfaces between

phases. Although the possibility of transesterification has not been entirely

dismissed, there is no clear evidence of chemical reaction. Upon annealing one

cannot clearly see a regeneration of the original glass transition te:.-_pza-urcs

of the individual components, so it is likely that both phases contain two

components. The measured volume fractions, the presence of common blocks

17
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of HBA in the two components and the high level of adhesion between phases

lends credence to the likelihood that there is partial miscibility of the two

components. A phase diagram for this system is yet to be obtained.

Fibers of the 30KI61/70PET(PHB60) blend were drawn from a CSI

Maxwell extruder at 260°C. Fig.7 shows the cross-section of the fracture sur-

face of the resulting fiber broken in liquid nitrogen. One can see a dispersed

brittle phase imbedded in a ductile matrix. From the mechanical properties,

the drawing characteristics and the melting temperatures of these two compo-

nents, it is quite likely that the imbedded phase is either a K161 or a K 161-rich

phase, and that the matrix is a PET/PHB60 or a PET/PHB60-rich phase.

Furthermore, the K161-rich phase having average dimensions about lm is

strongly bonded to the PET/PHB60 phase which has a fibrillar structure with

dimensions of the order of 20 to 50 nm. Fig.8 reinforces the observation by

showing the longitudinal fracture surfaces of the fibers. As can be seen, the

fiber of the LCP blend consists of bundles of fibrils stongly bonded together.

Each bundle consists of rigid, brittle fibers surrounded by the ductile 20-50

nm fibrils.

Fig.9 is a series of TEM photographs showing the cross-section of the

30KI61/70PET(PHB60) fiber. The samples were prepared by microtoming

the fiber into thickness around 700A and staining with uranyl acetate followed

by lead citrate. Figure 9-(a) shows the transverse cross-section of the fiber

surface in which the black circular-shaped, dispersed domains were identified
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as the Kl61-rich phase. The radial size distribution of the K161-rich phase

shows that thermal gradients during drawing play an important role in the

hot-drawing process. Around the edges of the fiber, fast cooling occurs during

the drawing process and the highly elongated and oriented domains of the

precipitated phase are quickly 'frozen'. Toward the center of the fiber these

domains relax due to the slower cooling, resulting in numerous domains of

larger sizes. Fit.'-(b) is a close-up view of an interface between the two fiber

phases. We see a continuous color change over about 50nm indicating a con-

tinuous material gradient between the dispersed and the matrix phases.

Fig.9-(c) is a picture of the longitudinal cross-section. The brittle and ductile

fracture characteristics of the two are clearly shown. All of the microscope

photographs confirm strong bonding between the two phases.

Table 1 summarizes the mechanical properties of both components, K 161

and PET/PHB60, and the blend in 30/70 weight ratio from the single fiber

tests. The results were also compared with the calculated values using the rule

of mixtures. It is seen that both the Young's modulus and the breaking

strength of the blend are approximately equal to, albeit a little lower than,

values estimated by the rule of mixtures. The breaking strain is closer to that

of the brittle dispersed phase, as expected.

CONCLUSIONS

19
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Two major objectives were achieved in this study: (1) to relate the molecu-

lar orientation and elastic properties of the LCP fibers to the variables of a

hot-drawing process, and (2) to produce an LCP fiber blend in which the

fibrous dispersed phase is thermally stable during subsequent molding oper-

ations and the fibrous matrix phase is both processable and potentially com-

patible with the dispersed phase and a possible third .umponent such as a

thermoplastic matrix. With regard to the first objective, a model describing the

rotation and deformation of nenatic domains, subject to thermal relaxation

during hot drawing, appears to describe both the orientation parameter and

storage moduli data simultaneously with only one dimensionless parameter a

which is a function of process conditions. The two LCPs from Bayer A. G.

used in this study achieved a high molecular orientation with < S > - 0.9 at

DR around 20. The longitudinal elastic modulus, on the other hand, showed

a steady increase with the draw-ratio reaching a plateau in the range of 30 to

50 GPa at draw ratios above 300 to 500. Further study is now being con-

ducted in a well controlled hot-drawing system in which all process conditions

can be systematically varied in order to test the dimensional analysis.

With regard to the second objective, an LCP fiber was produced from a

30/70 blend of the aromatic copolyester (K161) and a PET/PHB60

thermotropic LCP. The dispersed (K161-rich) phase was an array of rigid,

brittle fibers, with diameters of the order of 1I m, imbedded in a

(PET/PHB60-rich) phase which had a fibrillar stucture with diameters of the

order of 20 to 50nim. The rigid dispersed fiber phase had a thermal stability

20



to well above the melting point of K161 of about 300 0C, while the fibrous

matrix appears to be a nematic liquid crystal above I I0°C and becomes

processable in the temperature range 220 to 2600C. It has been shown that the

two phases are strongly bonded. It is envisioned that this concept can be ex-

panded to provide a practical method of developing 'in-situ' coupling between

thermally stable, thermotropic fibers and incompatible thermoplastic matrices

using the partially compatible and processable LCP as an intermediate phase,

in much the same fashion as has been applied to PE-PS and other

blends 33-34 . A ternary blend might be expected to have a better mechanical

properties than those of most incompatible LCP/thermoplastic pairs if the

intermediate coating were either reactive or partially compatible with the other

two phases. It is with this goal in mind that we have initiated a program of

studying the thermodynamic, rheological and chemical properties of some

model ternary systems.
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Fig. I Wide-angle x-ray diffraction patterns for K209 fibers of DR = (a) 2
(b) 30 (c) 66.
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Fig. 1 Wide-angle x-ray diffraction patterns for K209 fibers of DR - (a) 2
(b) 30 (c) 66.

(b)
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Fig. I Wide-angle x-ray diffraction patterns for K209 fibers of DR = (a) 2
(b) 30 (c) 66.

(c)

(Continued from the previous page.)
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Fig. 5 30K161/7OPET(PHB6O) mixture annealed for (a) 0 hr. (b) 4 hrs. (c)
8bhrs.

(a)
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Fig. 5 30KI61/70PET(PHB60) mixture annealed for (a) 0 hr. (b) 4 hrs. (c)
8 hrs.
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Fig. 5 30KI61/70PET(PHB60) mixtur! annealed for (a) 0 hr. (b) 4 hrs. (c)
8 hrs.

(C)

(Continued from the previous page.)
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Fig. 6 Close-ups of the annealed samples for (a) 4 hrs. (b) 24 hrs.
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Fig. 6 Close-ups of the annealed samples for (a) 4 hrs. (b) 24 hrs.
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Fig. 7 Facture surface of the fiber obtain from 30KI61/7OPET(PHB6O)
blend.
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Fig. 8 Longitudinal fracture surface of the fiber from3OKI1l/7OPET(PHB6O) blend. (a) overall view of the broken fiber (b) close-upof the bundle, and (c) fibrils (- Snm) of PET/'PH B60-rich phase
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Fig. 8 Longitudinal fracture surface of the fiber from
30K161/70PET(PHB60) blend. (a) overall view of the broken fiber (b) close-up
of the bundle, and (c) fibrils (- 50nm) of PET/PHB60-rich phase

(b)
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Fig. 8 Longitudinal fracture surface of the fiber from30K1I61/7OPET(PHB6O) blend. (a) overall view of the broken fiber (b) close-up
of the bundle, and (c) fibrils (-0~n) of PET/PH B60-rich phase

(C)
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Fig. 9 TEM photographs of the fiber from 30KI61/70PET(PHB60) blend.
(a) & (b) are the transverse direction and (c) is the longitudinal direction.

tirn

(a)
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Fig. 9 TEM photographs of the fiber from 30KI61/70PET(PHB60) blend.
(a) & (b) are the transverse direction and (c) is the longitudinal direction.
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Fig. 9 TEM photographs of the fiber from 30KI61/70PET(PHB60) blend.
(a) & (b) are the transverse direction and (c) is the longitudinal direction.
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